
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2007 4:11 PM PT 

To: Friend 
Subject: hi - I have tried and I think fairly successfully not to have your email 

addressed included in the blind copy section of an "avalanche" of emails I have 
been sending out over the past week. 
 

I thought, however, this email I sent out earlier to this one attorney, Jeffrey R. 
Krinsk, a significant fund raiser for the Democratic Party, might have you “cheering 

up” a little following the decision by George W. Bush to “buckle” to the pressure of 
those beginning with the vast majority of the US Congress who really and truly 
don’t know the first thing about what it actually means to “work for a living”, 

deciding to place a “freeze” on mortgages which Wall Street has already sold, the 
profits whisked to “hell and gone”, all without a trace  

 
I do want to warn you that I use “strong language” and some would argue 
excessively strong language but then again those who would argue with me right 

now understand exactly why it is so very appropriate considering the ONGOING 
nonsense right now to “bail out” those who knowingly overextended themselves 

and who were counting on those they elected to do just that should we find 
ourselves in a position where not everyone in the world is distracted by “small talk”. 

The hyperlink below the one taking you to what I sent Mr. JRK is a hyperlink to a 
video covering the so shockingly transparent slight-of-hand of the Clintons.  You 
might want to look at it first before going to the “wink” email. 

 
 

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20jeff-wink.pdf 
 
 

http://au.youtube.com/watch?v=xq8aopATYyw&feature=related 
 

 
BTW I have been calling on Mr. Bush since July 23rd, 2002 to “suspend the trading 
of shares” in public corporations which is a whole lot better than what he is being 

forced to do right now as again Wall Street is all “paper profits” that can “fly out the 
window” and by the time anyone gets around to follow the “money trail” not only 

are they out of stamina but most of all “hard out of luck”.  
 
Think of the movie, Gone with the wind. 

 
The “flip side” to all this is that time remains for Mr. Bush before “calling it quits” to 

simply tell the truth even though he knows US Americans in particular cannot 
handle the truth which means all he has to do is go back just to February 14th, 
1945 when President Roosevelt made the decision to let a photographer take a 

photo of him meeting on board the USS Quincy with Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia 
sending a very clear message to the Jewish people fighting for their homeland in 

Palestine that US business interests would provide the military to those Arab 
countries who had absolutely no military to speak of should the Jewish people 



continue to push for Israel to be granted Statehood; bearing in mind the US and 
the British owned the land, sea and air at this time, only needing the Arabs’ oil 

which we could have taken but that would have meant it would have been us 
fighting for the business interests of De Beers who owned the world’s drilling 

business going back to the turn of the century when J.P. Morgan and Co. financed 
De Beers as well as the US led 8 Allied nations invasion of China in 1900 and the 
Anglo Boer War of 1899-1902 where Afrikaners led by devout Christian Jan Smuts 

were only defeated because the Anglo-American British enslaved the families of the 
very excellent fighting  Afrikaner guerrillas on horseback who were then forced to 

surrender. 
 
The truth can be tough to digest but only if you forget that what we are talking 

about here are very corrupt business people who have no loyalty to country or 
religion; on the contrary they make it their business to “promote” nationalism” 

which first requires simply setting up nonsense borders and no place on the planet 
has more nonsense borders all geared to have those in border communities fighting 
with one another than in the Middle East. 

 
It didn’t just happen in a “vacuum” that some State Department official decided to 

draw all the crazy lines in the sand between Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Kuwait, 
Saudi Arabia and Qatar to name but a few. 

 
There has to come a point in time when people just get smart and piece it all 
together themselves and if not then we should help them because others are far 

better equipped to fight a war than US Americans, just look at the next generation 
of American youth who will be called upon to fight possibly very soon and like me 

you would agree, God help us. 
 
The sun is setting here in the Cleveland National Forest and I don’t want to miss 

the sunset. 
 

I may not have answered all your questions that you never asked in the first place 
and if I haven’t, don’t hesitate to ask. 
 

Gary 
 

 

 

 

 

 


